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About Us

 

Established in 2016 by Mr. Prakashchand Bandamutha, Kaashni Hardwaress has 
swiftly become a leading name in the architectural hardware industry. With over 25 
years of experience, we take pride in offering an extensive range of top-quality 
aluminium products and solutions for both industrial and domestic customers.

As one of India's largest distributors of Indaux hardware, we deliver cutting-edge 
technology and innovative solutions to meet the diverse needs of our valued 
customers. Our strategic ventures, such as Sekkei Systems, allow us to provide a 
comprehensive array of products, including sliding door systems, glass partitions, 
door closers, floor springs, and other hardware solutions, tailored to cater to our 
clients' unique requirements.

At Kaashni Hardwaress, we are committed to excellence in every aspect of our 
business. We embrace sustainability and eco-friendly practices, ensuring our 
products help reduce carbon footprint while maintaining top-notch functionality. 
Our dedicated team of highly skilled professionals offers exceptional customer 
service, providing end-to-end solutions from initial consultation and design to 
seamless installation and post-installation support.

Our portfolio boasts successful projects across diverse industries, including 
residential, commercial, and corporate spaces. We continually push the boundaries 
of innovation, striving to exceed expectations and deliver the best results possible.

As we continue to grow and expand our horizons, our vision remains clear: to be 
the go-to provider of architectural hardware solutions in India. When it comes to 
elevating spaces and redefining projects, Kaashni Hardwaress is your trusted 
partner.
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Sliding Wardrobe
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Seamless Glide, Timeless Design: Glass Sliding Wardrobes 
Elevate Your Living Space.

Unique Customization

Limitless Creativity

Optimal Performance

Effortless Glide

Enhanced Security

Swift Setup

Diverse Color Palette

Natural Appeal

Reinforced Strength

Space Maximization

Eco-Friendly Materials

Smooth Integration

Versatile Applications

Space Optimization

Low Maintenance
Modern Aesthetics

Accessibility

Premium Quality

An Engineering Marvel for Optimal Storage Solutions. Precision-crafted with 
cutting-edge sliding systems, our wardrobes redefine efficiency and elegance. 
Customizable to unusual sizes, they seamlessly glide with effortless motion, 
maximizing floor-to-ceiling capacity for space optimization.

Featuring reinforced strength through advanced tempered glass panels, our 
wardrobes ensure durability and safety. With a wide range of colors and modern 
aesthetics, they effortlessly integrate into any interior design, elevating the 
overall appeal.

Experience the art of technical brilliance with Sekkei Sliding Wardrobes - where 
innovation and function converge, offering a seamless fusion of technology and 
style to transform your storage experience.
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Handle Designs

Frame Finishes (Glossy and Matte Available)

Black Chrome Champagne SS Rose Gold Gold

The colors depicted are for illustrative purposes only; the actual color may differ.

Wooden Finishes

Special colors

H Handle

C Handle
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Sliding Tracks

The tracks depicted are for illustrative purposes only; the actual track may differ.

17 mm 
Sleek Track for H Handle

30mm 
Track for C Handle

Lock Available

Soft Closing SystemsAnti-Dust Slidinig Wheels
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Sliding Door Desings 

Gemini | Gemini +
Mirror Series

Virgo | Virgo+
Color Series

Cancer
Laminate Series

Rose Gold Mirror
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Taurus | Taurus +
Wallpaper/Fabric
Sandwich Series

Pisces | Pisces+
MultiColor Series

Capricorn | Capricorn+
Digital Print Series
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Vertical Dividers

Cross Dividers



Sliding Doors
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Two Way Soft-Close
Single Sliding Door

Experience the pinnacle of sophistication 
with our Two-Way Soft Close Single Glass 
doors. Combining sleek design and 
innovative technology, these doors 
effortlessly elevate your space while 
ensuring a seamless and gentle closing 
experience. Indulge in elegance and 
functionality like never before.

Effortless elegance in motion with our Top Hung, Bottomless sliding doors.
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One Way Soft-Close
Single Sliding Door

Experience seamless sophistication with our 
One Way Soft Close Single Glass doors. 
Embrace elegance and modern design as these 
doors effortlessly enhance any space, providing 
smooth, quiet closing for a touch of refinement
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One Way Soft-Close
Double Sliding Door

Step into a realm of refined charm and 
serenity, embracing our exquisite One 
Way Soft Close Double glass doors. 
Elevate your surroundings with an 
impeccable fusion of grace and ease, 
where aesthetics harmonize flawlessly 
with practicality. Immerse yourself in a 
world of unparalleled sophistication and 
tranquility, where the union of beauty 
and functionality effortlessly intertwines. 
Surrender to the allure of these doors 
that beckon with sheer elegance, inviting 
you to experience the epitome of 
convenience and poise.



Telescopic Doors
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Experience seamless movement and space optimization with our 
Telescopic Soft Sliding door.

An elegant solution that seamlessly blends aesthetics 
and functionality. This cutting-edge design allows 
you to effortlessly create partitions within your 
space, optimizing room utilization. With its sliding 
mechanism, you can easily open up the doors to 
expand the area, offering flexibility for different 
occasions. The best part? Say goodbye to unsightly 
bottom tracks that can impede movement and 
cleaning. Experience the perfect harmony of style 
and convenience with our Telescopic Door, 
redefining the way you interact with your living or 
working environment.
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Telescopic
Synchro Doors
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The epitome of synchronized space optimization and sleek design.

Introducing the innovative Telescopic Synchro Door – a masterpiece of space 
optimization and seamless elegance. This cutting-edge door design offers a 
sophisticated solution for creating partitions, effortlessly transforming any 
area into distinct spaces. Its unique telescopic feature allows for expansion 
when needed, granting you more space with a simple slide. The absence of a 
bottom track ensures a sleek and unobtrusive appearance, avoiding tripping 
hazards. The real charm lies in the synchronized movements between the 
doors, ensuring a fluid and synchronized opening and closing experience, 
adding a touch of luxury to your living or working space. Embrace the future 
of interior design with the Telescopic Synchro Door.
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Telescopic Synchro Sliding
2 Fix + 2 Sliding Doors

Telescopic Synchro Sliding
3 Fix + 3 Sliding Doors
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With the flexibility to be installed in 1+1 doors, 1+2 doors, 1+3 doors, or 1+4 
doors configurations, these doors adapt to various spatial needs with ease. 
From transforming balconies into serene retreats to connecting grand 
auditoriums or organizing versatile classrooms, their versatility knows no 
bounds.

Beyond their sleek and modern appearance, Slim Frame Sliding Folding Doors 
are engineered for durability, smooth operation, and enhanced security, 
ensuring a reliable and long-lasting performance. Embrace the innovative 
spirit of Slim Frame Sliding Folding Doors to redefine your living and working 
spaces, harmonizing functionality and style like never before, and unlock the 
true potential of your environment. Step into a world of endless possibilities 
with these extraordinary doors, where design meets functionality in perfect 
harmony.

Sliding Folding
Doors

Unlock boundless space and versatility with Slim Frame Sliding Folding Doors.

Welcome to the world of innovation 
and versatility with Slim Frame 
Sliding Folding Doors! These 
cutting-edge doors are 
revolutionizing the way we utilize 
space, offering a seamless blend of 
functionality and aesthetics for 
both residential and commercial 
settings. The top-hung design and 
absence of a bottom channel make 
these doors excellent for creating 
partitions when required and 
effortlessly expanding space, 
providing endless possibilities for 
architectural exploration.
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Stile Door
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Top Channel

Sliding Folding Hardware



Swing Doors
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Open the gateway to seamless elegance with our Swing Doors.
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Accessories
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Enhance security and style with our premium selection of handles, 
locks, and fingerprint systems.
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Notes



 



Sekkei is an architectural design philosophy that 
originates from traditional Japanese building 
practices. Rooted in principles of simplicity, balance, 
and respect for nature, Sekkei aims to create spaces 
that harmonize with their surroundings, inspire a 
sense of tranquility, and optimize functionality. The 
term "Sekkei" itself translates to "plan" or "design," 
and its essence lies in meticulous planning and 
precision, where every aspect of a structure is 
carefully considered to achieve an ideal blend of form 
and function.

www.kaashni.co.in

Kaashni Hardwaress , embraced the Sekkei approach and introduced it to modern 
design with a touch of contemporary flair. By combining the timeless wisdom of 

Japanese architecture with innovative techniques and materials, We have been able 
to craft spaces that not only showcase architectural excellence but also evoke a 
profound emotional connection with their occupants. The integration of Sekkei 

principles in their projects has allowed us to create environments that foster a sense 
of calmness and balance, offering a refuge from the fast-paced world outside while 

simultaneously celebrating the beauty of simplicity and natural elements.

KAASHNI 
HARDWARESS

Embark on a visual journey of inspiration by scanning the QR code! Prepare to 
be captivated as you delve into a gallery of our exceptional creations. From 
innovative furniture hardware solutions to awe-inspiring interior 
transformations, this QR code leads you to a realm of possibilities. Discover 
firsthand the impeccable craftsmanship, sleek designs, and transformative 
power that define our work. 


